
Bubble
Extractor
SEMIAUTOMATIC WASHING MACHINE

5kg

The Bubblextractor 
washing machine 
produces better quality 
Bubble, in less time and 
with less mess than 
ever before!

FOR MEDICINAL AND CULINARY
HERBS ICE EXTRACTS

INSTRUCTION
MANUAL

WARNING
Danger - very heavy product

Use two or more people to move and install the washer. Failure to follow
this recommendation may result in a back injury or other injury.



Its gentle agitation results in a top quali-
ty extract every time - a huge improve-
ment over hand mixing.

The 5 gallon machine is a countertop 
model, suitable for use with our 5 gallon 
bubble bags. Simply add ice, water, and 
plant material to produce the world’s 
finest herbal extract in minutes.

1.-Place plant material in the Bubblextractor bag. 
Add enough ice to fill the bag, then place the baginto 
your Bubble Now Machine.

2.-Fill your Bubblextractor machine with very cold 
water and ice up to the line marked "MAX" on the 
unit.

3.-Turn on your Bubblextractor machine. You can 
adjust the time to your desired setting. We recom-
mend a maximum of 15 minutes.

4.-Line the bucket with your Bags starting with the 
25 micron bag, and ending with the 220 micron bag.

5.-When the Bubblextractor has finished mixing 
there is no need to wait for settling to occur. Using 
the drain hose, drain the water into your 25 to 220 
micron bags. 

6.-Gently squeeze and remaining water out of the 
Bubblextractor bag. Rinse down the inside of the 
Bubblextractor machine to make sure no plant 
extracts are stuck to the inside. Drain the rinse 
water into your 25 to 220 micron bags.

7.-Now you are ready to begin collection of your 
herbal extract. Pull out the 220 micron bag and 
allow the water to drain into the remaining bags. 
Discard the contents of this bag as the 220 micron 
bag is used only to catch contaminants.  

8.-The remaining bags contain various of herbal 
extract. Pull out each Bubble Bag, one by one, 
draining them back into the bucket. 

9.-To remove your herbal extract turn each bag 
inside out and stretch it over a bowl, then scrape off 
the herbal extract with a spoon or plastic card.  

10.-Place your extract onto the pressing screen. 
Fold a clean, dry tea towel in half with the pressing 
screen in the middle.

Gently press out the moisture. 

INTRODUCTION

This washing machine is one of the newest 
types of our company. It has following features:

1 .Better current design.When the wheel is 
running,the current sets up a special cycle 
watercourse and raises immediately.Then it 
will spray out strongly.At the same time, it 
shapes a strong current and washes the 
clothes from different  direction.

2. Employing a new type big wavy w.heel and a 
small wavy wheel making the clothes cleaner.

3. Various washing choices:soft,standard.

ATENTION

· Don't set it in bathroom or the place where  
 rain come in easily and it is wet.

· Well connected to the ground.

· Using single socket and forbidden to use   
 multiplied socket together with other   
 electric.

· Choose the correct power,otherwise it may   
 cause fire or electricity strike.

· Away from fire sparks to avoid the plastic   
 deform.

· All the components inside the machine   
must not touch water during the
 maintenance period.

· Don't put the heavies or hot things on the   
 machine to avoid the plastic parts deform.

MAINPARTS

TimerWash selector

Filling water

Wave wheel

Body

Bottom

Power cord

Pipe

Cover



Please clean the plug if it is dust ed or stuck with dirty things in order to avoid causing fire.

You are forbidden to u se hot water abov e 55ºC in the tub. Otherwise, the plastic parts deform.

Don't touch the washing clothes with your hand before the machine completely stops.

Don't use the plug when it is in disrepair, otherwise it may cau se fire or electricity strike.

Must not put clothes in which are just cleaned with organic vaporing solvents, such as gas, alcohol.

When pulling the plug out, you should not pull the wire in order to avoid the possibility of electric
strike or causing fire.

Must pull out the plug when you are away from home for a long time or you are repairing the machine.
Also, please don't pull out the plug by wet hand to avoid the electric.

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

INSTRUCTIONS FOR OPERATION

WASHING ORDERS:

1. The socket mu st be grounded.

2. Lay down the discharging tube to assure good d i scharging.

3. lnsen the plug into the socket.

4. Connect the water introducing tube :insert the introdu c ing water elbow into the water gate
on the washing machine until you hear the click.

ð WASHING

 ð1. washing            ð2. half-way drain       ð 3. cleaning

ð WASHING

1. Discharging water completely.

2. Pull the plug out of the socket.

3. Take out the de-hair device inside the mach ine and clean it.

4. 0pen the lid and dry the tub in the air.
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3. AGENT USED FOR WOOLEN SWEATER

1. Correctly select the volume of agent.please refer to the list.

2. Method: please use it according to the method of washing soft articles.
3. When wash the fine woolen fabric ,please select the special agent.

WASHING POWDER

Directly dissolve the washing powder.

1. Put in washing powder when the water level is low.

2. Turn the switch to the position of standard.

3. Stan the machine and stir the water for 1 min.

4. After the washing powder dissolves, put in washing s and introduce water to eitpected level.

5. Select correct washing time.

WASHING METHOD FOR WOOLEN  FABRIC

For fine woolen fabric, such as the purely made of rabbit long hairs and wool, don't wash them directly in the 
tub.

1. Select water level for introducing water: put warm water of 30ºC and select proper water level.

2. Putting in washing agent: please refer to washing agent for woolen fabric. In order not to damage the fabric 
of pure animal hairs, please use neutral washing agent without ferment.

3. Putting in washings: woolen washings should be put into the net and washed on their reverse sides.

4. Washing: wash them with weak water flow for 2 mins then introduce water to rinse them for 2 mins. Take 
theme out, flatten them and keep them in good shape. Don´t dry them in the sun but in cloudy days.

METHOD FOR WOOLEN BLANKET

Washing pure woolen blanket and electric blanket are absolutely forbidden.

1. Fold the blanket four time in upright direction, then roll it up and put in into the net bag.

2. Put the blanket into the washing tub and press it lightly with hand so as to make it full of water and sink down 
to the water bottom.

3. According to the weight and volume of the blanket,adjust the water level.

4. Select washing time and start washing .Sometimes the wa shings would make water inside the tube spilling 
out . It is better to cover the tub with the lid.  

Washing amount Water level (volume)
Normal

Condensed One Normal One

3.0 kg

2.0 - 2.5 kg

2.0 kg

High (24L)

Middle (18L)

Low (10L)

6 ml

5 ml

4,5 ml

17 ml

14 ml

12 ml

Washing capacity

Below 2.0 kg

Below 1.0 kg

Water level

Middle

Low

Water flow

Soft



WASHING

1. Filling water. Adjust to the expected water level with the handle of water level adjuster.

2. Putting in washing powder and selecting washing time. For the detailed information, please refer to the guide 
for customers.

3. Utting in washing clothes :The clothes put into the tub would decrease the water level. Add more water if 
necessary.

4. Selecting water flow: Select corresponding water flow. As for the details, please refer to the guide for 
customers.

5. After the wash ing ends,discharge water.

Attention

1. If there has amount of water in the tub,it would  spill out of the tub.

2. ln order to prevent damage or deforminsg of washings, better to tie up some long washings, such as skirts or 
pull up all zippers.

3. Pretreat ing method just as the figure shown.

4. All pockets should be empty. lf not, take coins, nail etc out of them.

5. Hairy balls, collars should be turned inside.

6. Fast color washings should be washed separately.

GUIDE FOR CUSTOMERS

1. THE STANDARD OF THE WASHING TIME

2. NORMAL AGENT AMOUNT USER FOR WASHING

Different class of washing, diferent selection of correspondind washing agent.
Please don´t use excessive amount of washing agent. It would cause wast and affect.

Washing capacity

Washing capacity Water level
Normal

Condensed One Normal One

3.0 kg

2.0 - 2.5 kg

2.0 kg

High (24L)

Middle (18L)

Low (10L)

2.2 kg Stamdard

Chemical fiber 4-6 min

5-8 min

6-10 min

8-10 min

3-4 min

4-6 min

9-15 min

Kapok, hemp

Very dirty washings

Bed sheets

Thin chemical fiber

Chemical fiber

Kapok, hemp

Middle (18L)
High (22L)

2.0 kg Soft
Middle (15L)
High (20L)

Water level Water flow Washings Washing time

21 g

18 g

15 g

34

28

24

MAINTENANCE

1. Please pull the plug out of the socket( don't touch the socket when your hands are wet) and put it at the 
correct position .

2. After di scharging the water in the tub,please tum the switch from discharge to standard.

3. Clean the de-hair device:

 1) Take out the de-hair set,dismantle it with a finger pressing the inside bottom.

 2) Put the de-hair set in water to clean.

 3) After cleaning ,restore the de-hair device, insert it into the slat under the water level side board.A click  
  should be heard.

4. Pick up the water introducing tube and hang the discharging tube.

5. Clean the housing of the machine, wipe it thoroughly, and wipe out the dirt with chemicals, such as alcohol, 
eradicator, acetone, gas etc. When it is very dirty, please use neutral liquid soap to clean.

6. Close the lid, place the machine at the ventilation in the room.

 Water is not allowef to enter the inner part of the machine directly. Otherwise, the electric motor will  
 be conducted by electricity. This is the reason that electric stroke may happen.

PACKING LIST

NO. Unit QTYName

1 SET 1Washing machine

2 PIECE 1Introducing water tube

3 Copy 1Operating instruction manual


